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SUPREME BALLERINA (#3)

Come On Cozzene (#4)

Poly Squat (#5)

Exacta:  3-4/3-4-5, $4.  Tri:  3-4/3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  Daily Double:  3-4/6-7, $8.

PARKER’S
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Seven-year-old has only ten lifetime starts but she has a conditioning edge over 
the rest of the field and ships in off a couple of decent third place finishes.
While she may prefer longer she goes for a barn that did well with layoff types 
last year and she figures to be close by right from the start.
Away a very long time but she also goes for a barn that has them ready.

LITA’S KAT (#7)

Trinistar (#6)

She’s Teed Off  (#2)

Exacta:  6-7/2-6-7, cost $4.  

Ran fourth in a four horse field in her only race last year but she looks to fit very 
well here and has a nice string of workouts leading up to her seasonal debut.
Returns to Emerald after an even route effort at Golden Gate, she doesn’t have 
much early speed but will pass most, if not all of these late.
First time starter draws the leading rider from last year, she must be considered.

ORITO (#2)

He’s Zuberrific (#8)

Moony Moony (#7)

Exacta:  2-8/2-7-8, cost $4.  Trifecta:   2-8/2-7-8/2-5-6-7-8, $12. 
Pick 3:   2-8/4-6/1-2, cost $8.  

Was impressive in his debut when winning last year, he ran evenly in the Dennis 
Dodge when fifth and seems most likely in a tough heat here.
Speedy sort will have to work to clear Freedomofthehills early but he is quick 
and figures to go a long way on the lead.
Nice recent six furlong workout, he is hard to separate from the top two.

LOTTA ATTITUDE (#4)

Timeless Pleasure (#6)

Jewelofthebarbor (#3)

Exacta:   4-6/3-4-6, cost $4.  Trifecta:   4-6/3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12. 
Pick 3:   4-6/1-2/1-7, cost $8. 

Ran well in her three starts at Golden Gate last fall, she has a nice style and 
seems most likely here.
Third in her only start last year and while she is bred to like much longer 
distances she draws well and figures to be passing many of these late.
$50,000 yearling purchase is bred to be quick early, should come out running.

RIVER OF ACES (#1)

Stephanie Plum (#2)

Perfect Pie (#4)

Exacta:   1-2/1-2-4, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-2/1-2-4/1-2-3-4-5, $12. 
Pick 3:   1-2-4/1-7-8/2, cost $9.

Two big scores last year and she shows a nice string of workouts leading up to 
her 2014 debut, have to catch her.
Won her first start on Opening night in 2013 and she also shows two nice recent 
five furlong workouts, main late threat.
Couldn’t win a race last year but she tries hard each and every time.

BID FOR PRIDE (#7)

Making Fire (#1)

He’s All Heart (#8)

Exacta:  1-7/1-7-8, $4.  Tri:  1-7/1-7-8/1-4-6-7-8, $12.  Pick 3:  1-7-8/2/3-5-9, $9.    

Was a game winner in his seasonal debut last year and his workouts this year 
have been very nice, he will be in the battle right from the start.
Consistent sort comes off a short rest after a win at Turf Paradise in February, he 
can act from on or off the lead early, expect big try.
Hasn’t won in a while but had excuses in several of his starts last year, maybe.

Super:   1-2/1-2-4/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.

Super:   4-6/3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.

Super:   2-8/2-7-8/2-5-6-7-8/2-5-6-7-8, $24.  

Super:  6-7/2-6-7/2-3-5-6-7/2-3-5-6-7, $12. 

Super:  3-4/3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  Pick 3:  3-4/6-7/2-8, $8.  Pick 4:  3-4/6-7/2-8/4-6, $8.  

Super:  1-7/1-7-8/1-4-6-7-8/1-4-6-7-8, $12.  Pick 5:  1-7-8/2/3-5-8-9/1/2-6, $12. 

Trifecta:  2-6/2-6-7/2-3-5-6-7, $12. 
Pick 3:   2-6/2-8/4-6, $8. 
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SAN SEBASTIAN (#2)

Light My Heart (#3)

Doctor Pav (#7)

Exacta: 2/3-7, 3-7/2, $4.  Tri:  2/3-7/3-4-5-6-7,  $8.  Pick 3:  2/3-5-8-9/1, $4. 

Invader from northern California is 1 for 24 lifetime but he has been facing 
much better and the drop to the bottom should do the trick.
Crushed foes when last seen at Portland back in January, that was his first start 
after being claimed by Velasquez, repeat within reach.
Stablemate of the second choice is one tough customer, he deserves a look.

Super:  2/3-7/3-5-6-7/3-4-5-6-7, $9.  Pick 4:  2/3-5-8-9/1/2-5-6, cost $6

REZAR (#9)

Memphis Mobster (#5)

Brock Says (#3)

Exacta:   5-9/3-5-9, cost $4. Trifecta:   5-9/3-5-9/1-3-5-8-9, $12. 

Pick 3:   3-5-8-9/1/2-5-6, cost $12.  

Gelding didn’t show much in his last few starts last year but he draws a good 
post for his style and should be right there from the start.
Won four races here last year and punished foes in his last two at Portland, he 
looks hard to bet against.
Unlucky in several of his races here last year, he might get right trip.

CAMP GRANADA (#1)

First Full of Green (#2)

Yes He’s Trouble (#5)

Exacta:   1/2-5, cost $2. Trifecta:   1/2-5/2-4-5, cost $4.  

Daily Double:  1/2-5-6, cost $6. 

Veteran ran big in his four starts here last year and figures to go right to the 
front from this post, obvious choice.
Should get a nice trip from just off the lead early here, he also has been 
working well.
Hastings Park running also shows fast workouts, good post.

ATTEMPT (#2)

Medicinegoin’down (#6)

Neartic Dancer (#5)

Exacta:   2-6/2-5-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  2-6/2-5-6/1-2-5-6-7, $12.   

Raced to a clear second when last seen sprinting on the dirt, he appears well 
placed to get his first lifetime win here.
May not have cared for routing in a dull try last, he gets to try dirt for the first 
time here and appears the main threat.
First time starter shows slow workouts but might have some ability.

Super:    2-6/1-2-6/1-2-5-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, cost $12.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Opening Day, April 12th, 2014

Super:   1/2-5/2-4-5/2-3-4-5, cost $4. 

Super:   5-9/3-5-9/1-3-5-8-9/1-3-5-8-9, $24.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
SAN SEBASTIAN in the seventh.
  CAMP GRANADA in the ninth.

BROCK SAYS in the eighth.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 10, $1 Trifecta:  2-6/2-5-6/1-2-5-6-7, cost $12.
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TIME FOR ANGIE (#4)
Divine Way (#2)

Passion Bucket (#6)

DREAM BABY (#6)
Pennies From Denny (#2)

Gloryandprayer (#8)

STAR ACT (#9)
Sedona Gal (#5)

La Pequena Gigi (#4)

ICE CREAM TRUCK (#4)
Tancred (#9)

Slewissurfing (#8)

CIAO BELLA LUNA (#1)
Biorhythm (#4)

Sky High Gal (#5)

TOP FORTITUDE (#8)
True Ten (#9)

Indexical (#10)

INTOXICATING MOVE (#10)
Grammy Times Six (#7)

Blake’s Magic (#6)

WILD DUDE (#6)
Big Macher (#7)
Wine Police (#2)
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Santa Anita Golden Gate Turf Paradise
Race Selections for Saturday, April 12th, 2014

KAKINI (#6)
Alternate Plan (#5)

Hawk’s Glen (#4)

RUSH IN (#4)
Black Spirit (#7)

Shadow Runner (#5)

MY GAME (#4)
Gunyon (#5)

Sunny Creek (#7)

GILLIGAN (#5)
Salah Champ (#7)

Amp and Adrenalin (#2)

ALL THAT ROCKS (#4)
Party At My Place (#8)

Wine and Song (#5)

ARGYLE CUT (#3)
Terrys Tom Cat (#1)

G G. Ryder (#4)

HYPNATIQUE (#1)
Tribal Waters (#8)

Jacktoothemoney (#4)

RATHBAUN (#5)
Curvy Cat (#3)
Butterfly Soul (#8)

HOT TUB (#7)
American Aristocat (#4)

High Tide Line (#8)

HEAT WARNING (#7)
Eyesa Famous Eagle (#1)

No Secret Bank (#3)

JESS SECRETS BR (#6)
Caracortada (#8)

Like Me Lots (#7)

RAPIDO Y FURIOSO (#1)
Eye Got It Going On (#6)

Tac a Hike (#5)

PRINCESS BRAYTINI (#3)
Don Quixote (#1)

Kr Brookstone Gray (#4)

BELLA PARVATI (#5)
Baby’s Corner (#7)

Hot Wildcat (#4)

BROADWAY EMPIRE (#4)
Wally Van (#5)

Hezamazing (#7)

RUNAWAY CAL (#2)
Painted Slew (#1)

Mancala (#9)

PERFECT INDICATION (#5)
Instinctively Bold (#7)
Hardware (#8)

J KAT (#7)
Cowtownmary (#6)

Distillery (#9)


